CPS LEADERSHIP TRAINING – CALICUT

Organised By LEDS

Training Number – 13

Date: 2012 August 22, 23 & 24

Venue: Youth Hostel, Calicut
LOCAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT SOCIETY (LEDS)

Ice Breaking Session

Leadership, Motivational and Stress Management Session
Entreprenur Prasad Explaining About Successful Local Marketing Strategies

FOCT Training Explanation and Coconut Climbing Demo and Attempt
Coconut Climbing Demo and Attempt

Agricultural Officer Nassir With participants
Avineri Sankaran Explaining About Successful Coconut Society Operation

MarketFed Prabhakaran Explaining On Copra Procurement and CPSs
LOCAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT SOCIETY (LEDS)

Project Preparation Session By Retired Industries Officer Narayanan

Sashikumar Entrepreneur Ilaa Coconut Soda Interacting With Participants
LOCAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT SOCIETY (LEDS)

Schemes And Projects That CPSs Could Avail Presentation

Tender Coconut Trader Hameed Interacting With Participants
LOCAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT SOCIETY (LEDs)

Action Plan Preparation

Vinod Taking Session on Team Building and Shared Vision
Traditional Copra Dyer Visit

Vermi Compost Unit Visit at Successful Farmers Plot
LOCAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT SOCIETY (LEDS)

Modern Copra Dryer Being Seen by participants

Packing Unit of Coconut Oil Mill
Expeller Unit of Tiruvambadi Marketing Society

Babu, Secretary of Tiruvambadi Marketing Society which deals with Coconut Interacting with participants
Copa Procurement, Copa Dryer and Coconut Oil Mill Visit

Display Board At Succesful Farmers Plot
Farm Visit

Small Scale Value Addition In Coconut – A unit visit
Entrepreneur Aju Manufacturing Small Value Added products in Coconut under the brand Country Cook Explaining About Their Venture